
SUCCESS STORY
ignio™ AIOps

Avis Budget group Int is a leading 
global car rental company. They are 
the market leaders in the budget and 
mainstream car rental segment. The 
customer has over 2,900 offices in 112 
countries across Europe, Middle East, 
and Asia. The company is 
headquartered in Bracknell, Berkshire, 
England and employs over 5,500 
associates.

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

For an enterprise that relies on its business 
applications to connect and serve customers, it is 
imperative to have robust and resilient IT 
operations supporting business applications. They 
cannot have support teams constantly firefighting 
and manually resolving issues. The time consumed 
and issues caused due to human errors can hurt 
the enterprise through loss of business and lack of 
customer support. Therefore, the customer 
needed an enterprise-wide Digital Transformation 
exercise to move from manual and reactive 
operations to autonomous and predictive one.

BUSINESS  CONTEXT

Reimagining the Enterprise 
using AIOps

For Avis - Leading Global Car Rental Company
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THE SOLUTION

ignio worked on integrating all the alerts 
received from multiple monitoring tools to 
reduce duplicates. Leveraging its AI/ML 
capabilities, ignio fine-tuned the prediction 
accuracy parameters through model-based, 
case-based, and rule-based reasoning. ignio
further helps in triaging the issues and resolving 
them autonomously. If ignio is unable to resolve 
them, it collects the root cause analysis and 
other insights and pushes them to the manual 
queue to aid in quick resolution.

KEY VALUES DELIVERED

• Reduced Alerts - ignio AIOps has enabled Silent Operations by intelligently eliminating 
alert noise. 

• Reduced mean time to detect and mean time to resolve issues through intelligent triaging 
and autonomous resolution.

• Reduced incidents by predicting problems before they impacted business.

The customer was using multiple monitoring tools for 
managing incidents and events for different lines of 
business. These monitoring tools worked on a specific 
set of parameters, and their operations lacked 
business awareness. This resulted in the support 
team having to work through a lot of noise and false 
alerts to isolate actual issues, triage them, and 
resolve them. Around 80% of the Command Center 
team’s efforts were spent in isolating the noise.

THE PROBLEM- Lack of Business 
Aware Command Center

ignio AIOPS 
OVERALL BENEFITS

AI/ML infused through model-based, 
case-based, and rule-based  reasoning 
to provide 90% prediction accuracy

Over 240870 requests 
handled by ignio till date

68% reduction in noise

99.99% availability for in-scope 
critical applications

94% improved MTTD (Mean time 
to Detect) and MTTR (Mean time to 
Resolve)

~50-60% of incidents are solved by 
ignio autonomously
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THE SOLUTION

ignio connected to the Active Directory based on the defined schedule and generated Quarterly access 
reviews & User access reports based on the respective application and infrastructure support groups. It 
further drilled down to the respective service account and admin and computer accounts. This generated 
reports for the respective teams as well as provided detailed information over the mail for the next 
course of actions and recommendations. The reports were also made available at the shared location.

ignio further handled the SOX compliance reporting for the customer during the ongoing pandemic. ignio
was commissioned and implemented during the furlough period. ignio handled access management for 
associates that were active and in the furlough period to ensure 100% compliance reporting during 
external audits. With ignio, the customer was able to achieve faster, flawless, and reliable SOX compliance 
reports.

SOX compliance reporting is a very important and effort consuming process for Application and 
Infrastructure support teams. It is an overhead on the Windows tower to ensure service, admin, and 
computer accounts are compliant. The customer team was manually generating reports for external and 
internal audits, thus spending a substantial amount of time and effort in the compliance reporting 
process. This manual intervention resulted in human errors during the review stage. Moreover, the 
scattered reporting across locations made it a challenge for the compliance team to access and check the 
reports for exceptions that auditors needed during the SOX Compliance review.

Moreover, the customer was facing staff shortages during the furlough period due to the pandemic and 
hence faced major challenges in maintaining proper access management of the active and inactive 
associates. Manually performing the compliance checks and reporting was time consuming for the IT 
support team to ensure 100% reporting compliance in Access Management.

THE PROBLEM-
Huge efforts on Manual Compliance Reporting
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KEY VALUES DELIVERED

• Reliable SOX compliance reporting
• ignio automation and proactive improvements made the compliance reports error free, which 

led to a faster audit process. This helped minimize the business risk for any non-compliance.
• ignio eliminated manual effort through autonomous operation.

ignio 

BENEFITS

42% improvement in efficiency of 
SOX, Quarterly Access Reviews & 
User Access Review processes

26% improvement in 
transparency
(Single Pane Of Glass)

60% SOX Compliance reports 
automated


